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BRENDAN M. KENNY 
1281 APPLEWOOD WAY, SHAKOPEE, MN 55379 

415 225 6220 BKBKENNY@GMAIL.COM 

OVERVIEW 

14 years’ experience in civil litigation, including first chair at trial, taking and defending 

fact and expert depositions, e-discovery, expert discovery, preparing and arguing 

dispositive motions, negotiations, mediation, and appeals. Mission to bridge the gap 

between lawyers and business by providing legal counsel at the fast-paced “speed of 

business” in a challenging environment with high expectations that helps companies 

balance legal risk and business goals. The theme running through my entire career has 

been serving as a true partner to my clients, aligning their legal representation with their 

larger business goals, challenges, and needs. I know from experience that working with—

rather than disrupting—companies’ business processes, strategies, and goals at the pace 

they need to make business decisions is how I provide legal representation that is a cut 

above the competition. 

For the last 7 years, I have worked for a mid-sized defense firm in Minneapolis with a 

national practice and a winning record, offering big firm knowledge and advice to Fortune 

100 companies with the agility and camaraderie of a smaller practice. 

Clients include businesses, individuals, public entities, and public employees. Cases 

include products liability, personal injury, mass torts, class actions, and business and 

commercial litigation. Highly motivated, excellent writing skills, strong attention to detail, 

strong work ethic, and proven track-record of thriving in a collaborative and collegial 

team-oriented atmosphere with talented attorneys working at their highest level. 

Licensed in Minnesota and California state and federal courts and Ninth Circuit. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Attorney―Blackwell Burke, P.A.                2012–current 

 Represent Fortune 100 and Fortune 500 companies in in products liability, personal 

injury, mass torts, class actions, and business and commercial litigation  

 Work on all aspects of cases, including trial, e-discovery, depositions (50+), 

dispositive motions, experts, and appeal 

 Extensive knowledge and experience with the Minnesota Data Practices Act, FOIA, 

legal holds, document management, open meetings, and official records laws. 

 Created and implemented Trial Lawyer E-Discovery Initiative, a plan for achieving 

excellence in e-discovery by coupling firm’s ability to tell a compelling story based on 

proven themes with the tools to find and digest the documents most likely to win, or 

lose, our client’s case 

Deputy Attorney General―California Department of Justice           2008–12 

 Represented California, public officials, and employees in constitutional, tort, medical 

malpractice, and personal injury suits  

 First-chair trial experience in civil-rights litigation in federal court 

 Applied pilot e-discovery program for department to hold, collect, and produce 

relevant documents quickly to opposing counsel 

 Worked on all aspects of cases, including trial, e-discovery, depositions (20+), 

dispositive motions, experts, and appeal 
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Attorney―Andrada & Associates              2005–08 

 Represented California, Alameda County, public officials, and private companies and 

individuals in constitutional, employment, insurance, personal injury, and medical 

malpractice suits 

 Worked on all aspects of cases, including trial, e-discovery, depositions (50+), 

dispositive motions, experts, and appeal 

Judicial Extern―California Court of Appeal, First District                  2005 

 Researched and wrote draft memoranda and opinions for criminal and civil appeals 

EDUCATION 

UC Hastings College of the Law             2002–05 

University of California, Berkeley              1998–02 

AWARDS/PUBLICATIONS/PRESENTATIONS 

 Founded Twin Cities E-Discovery Forum 

 Super Lawyers® Rising Star (since 2014) 

 Minnesota Lawyer Up & Coming Attorney 

 AVVO 10.0 Superb Rating 

 Past contributor to Lawyerist―wrote 3 of 2016’s 10 most popular articles 

 Co-Author of E-Discovery Deskbook (since 2016) 

 Guest on numerous e-discovery and trial-related podcasts, CLEs, and webinars 

 Sought-after e-discovery speaker and writer 

CERTIFICATIONS/LICENSES 

Minnesota Bar License                                                                         2011 to Present 

California Bar License                                                                            2005 to Present 
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My mission to bridge the gap between  lawyers and business by providing  legal counsel at the 

fast‐paced “speed of business” in a challenging environment with high expectations that helps 

companies  balance  legal  risk  and  business  goals  make  me  the  perfect  fit  to  join  a  high‐

performing, results‐oriented legal team. 

My 14 years of civil  litigation experience  includes first chair at trial, taking and defending fact 

and  expert  depositions,  e‐discovery,  expert  discovery,  preparing  and  arguing  dispositive 

motions, negotiations, mediation, and appeals.  

My work has covered the gamut of litigation, including products liability, personal injury, mass 

torts,  class  actions,  and  business  and  commercial  litigation.  The  theme  running  through my 

entire career has been serving as a true partner to my clients, aligning their legal representation 

with  their  larger business goals, challenges, and needs.  I know  from experience  that working 

with—rather than disrupting—companies’ business processes, strategies, and goals at the pace 

they need to make business decisions is how I provide legal representation that is a cut above 

the competition. 

For the last 7 years, I have worked for a mid‐sized defense firm in Minneapolis with a national 

practice  and  a  winning  record,  offering  big  firm  knowledge  and  advice  to  Fortune  100 

companies with the agility and camaraderie of a smaller practice. 

I am highly motivated, have excellent writing  skills,  strong attention  to detail, a  strong work 

ethic,  and  a  proven  track‐record  of  thriving  in  a  collaborative  and  collegial  team‐oriented 

atmosphere with talented attorneys working at their highest level. 

My  proven  excellence  as  a  lawyer,  combined  with  my  demonstrated  ability  to  pursue  my 

mission to bridge the gap between lawyers and business makes me a perfect fit to join a high‐

performing, results‐oriented legal team. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

 

BRENDAN M. KENNY 
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